


Introduction
• Welcome to Finding 

the Best Volatility 
Trades.

• This presentation will 
focus using OmniScan 
to find the stocks that 
are poised to move.

• These scans can not 
only be used with 
MarketPulse strategies, 
but others as well 
(including real time).



Scanning for Movement

• The MarketPulse 
indicators can help 
us find stocks that 
moving well.

• They can also help 
us avoid erratic 
movement.

• We can look at 
individual MP 
indicator scans or 
combine them.



Revisiting Normalization

• When scanning, 
we want to avoid 
gravitating to 
price by using 
normalization.

• Be sure and use 
the normalized 
versions of the 
Awesome 
Oscillator and 
Acceleration 
Oscillator.



Price Considerations
• Normalization can help 

us measure movement 
across multiple stocks.

• However, even a 
normalized 
measurement can 
gravitate to higher or 
lower prices.

• Adding a price 
component can help us 
avoid very high or very 
low priced stocks.

This very limited scan gravitates to 
low priced stocks due to their high 
percentage moves. 



Gaining Momentum (AO Normalized)

• We can use the 
Awesome Oscillator 
Normalized to find 
stocks that are 
gaining 
momentum.

• You may want to 
define if the 
indicator is above 
or below the zero 
line.



Acceleration Change (Acceleration Normalized)

• We can scan for 
acceleration change 
with the Acceleration 
Oscillator Normalized.

• We would normally 
want to have our scan 
meet the following 
conditions:
– Acceleration rising today.
– Acceleration rising 

yesterday.
– Acceleration is below 

zero (or other value).



Session Movement (HLR)

• The High Low Range 
indicator can help us 
find stocks that are 
moving during the 
session.

• High values tell us it 
is moving well during 
the session, but says 
nothing of the 
“smoothness” of its 
moves.



Overnight Movement (Gappiness)

• The Gappiness 
indicator can be 
used to scan for 
stocks that do not 
have excessive 
overnight 
movement.

• Gappiness is 
normalized.

• A multiplier value of 
1000 makes the 
indicator easy to 
work with in 
OmniScans.



The Pulse Scan

• The Pulse Scan 
combines 
momentum, 
acceleration and 
movement.

• Gappiness has 
been included to 
help find stocks 
that are trending 
steadily.



Scans Provided

• The following 
OmniScans are 
provided in Trade 
Secrets 3.

• Most of them are 
designed to find stocks 
that are moving well.

• Some of them are 
designed to help us 
find smooth moving 
stocks.



Applying the Gappiness Filter
• We added a Gappiness Filter to 

the strategies.
• This Strategy Wizard run shows 

that the less amount of 
Gappiness, the better the 
results.

• We will provide a version of the 
strategies on the Trade Secret 
site.

This table shows that the less amount of Gappiness, 
the better the Hit Rate and Profit/Trade.



Conclusion

• MarketPulse provides 
multiple tools to help us find 
stocks that are moving the 
most.

• Normalization should always 
be used when creating a 
scan.

• Normalization is not a cure 
all for gravitation to higher or 
lower prices.

• TS3 provides many scans to 
help us find good movers.
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